Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
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1 Introduction
Random sums, and geometric random sums in particular, are a common occurence in applied probability models ë4, 6ë. For instance, it is well known . This random sum representation is presented in Section 2, and its proof is given in Section 5.
We give two applications for this representation result: In Section 3, we show that the subexponentiality of ç ? is equivalent to that of B ?
, with a simple relation between the tail of their distributions. This result was originally derived by Boxma ë1ë for regularly varying ç, and further generalized in the form given here घbut with a diaeerent proofङ by Jelenkovic and Lazar ë5ë to the case where ç ? is subexponential. In Section 4, we investigate the monotonicity properties of MjGIj1 queues under the घincreasingङ convex ordering. Using the random sum representation we show that the busy period distribution is monotone in the increasing convex ordering when the service time distribution is increased in the increasing convex ordering. To t h e b e s t of the author's knowledge this result is new ë14, p. 147ë.
A w ord on the notation used in this paper: For any i n tegrable IR + ívalued rv X, the forward recurrence time X 2 A random sum in the MjGj1 queue
Consider a standard MjGj1 queue with arrival rate ऋ and generic service time ç; we r e f e r to this queueing system as the MjGj1 queue घऋ; çङ. Let B denote its generic busy period,i.e., the length of time that elapses between the arrival of a customer aending an empty system and the departure of the aerst customer thereafter which leaves the system empty.
In Section 5 we s h o w that the forward recurrence time B
? associated with B admits a random sum representation: In order to present this result, let ऍ denote the INívalued rv which is geometrically distributed according to P ëऍ =`ë = घ 1 , KङK In analogy with standard results for the GIjGIj1 queue ë10ë, it is natural to wonder whether the forward recurrence time associated with the busy 3 period in the GIjGIj1 queue also admits a representation as a geometric random sum of i.i.d. rvs whose distribution is now d e r i v ed from that of ladder height rvs. To the best of the author's knowledge no results along these lines are known.
In the process of establishing Theorem 1 in Section 5 we shall show that
We also note from घ4ङ and घ5ङ that P ëU é x ë = Throughout, for each i = 1; 2, quantities associated with the MjGj1 queues घऋ; ç i ङ a r e subscripted by i.
Proof.
Under the condition ç 1 ऊ cx ç 2 , E ëç 1 ë = E ëç 2 ë, whence ç 1 = ç 2 6 and K 1 = K 2 , and the inequalities E ëघç 1 , xङ + ë ऊ E ëघç 2 , xङ + ë hold for all x ऋ 0. Invoking घ9ङ, we immediately conclude that U 1 ऊ st U 2 . Next, applying Proposition 4 to the random sum representation घ6ङ, we see that 
घ21ङ
Finally, observe from घ7ङ and from the observations made above t h a t E ëB 1 ë = E ëB 2 ë, so that E ëघB 1 , xङ + ë ऊ E ëघB 2 , xङ + ë for all x ऋ 0, and the desired conclusion readily follows ë14, Thm. 1.3.1, p. 9ë.
The literature contains few stochastic comparison results for inaenite server queues; they deal mostly with the number of customers, e.g., ë14, Prop. 7.1.1, p. 127ë, ë14, T able 7.2, p. 147ë. However, a simple coupling argument readily leads to the following comparison: 5 A Proof of Theorem 1 Consider the process of particle counting as described in Chapter 6 of the monograph by T akउ acs ë15, p. 205ë. Type II counters are equivalent t o i n ae n i t e server queues if particles are interpreted as customers. So-called ëregistered" particles ë15, p. 205ë are those particles which arrive at an instant when there is no other particle present; in the inaenite server queue context, such a registered customer is a customer that initiates a busy period. Let the rv R denote the length of time that elpases between the arrival epochs of two consecutive registered particles, or equivalently, in the inaenite server queue, the time duration between the start of two consecutive busy periods.
Theorem 1 in ë15, p. 210ë provides a closed form expression for the LaplaceíStieltjes transform of the rv R when customers arriva according to 
